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Whether you are just heating a new addition or sunroom, remodeling a home, or heating an entire building, 
Heatizon Systems’ low voltage radiant heat offers the comfort, safety, and reliability you expect from a luxury 
heating system.  

COMFORT FOR YOUR HOME 
Unlike conventional heating systems, our radiant 
heating products produce a clean, quiet, and 
uniform heat that transforms cold floors and 
furniture into heat omitting objects. This eliminates 
air drafts and limits heat loss, creating an even, 
luxurious warmth from head to toe. Take off your 
shoes and relax with Heatizon. 

SAFETY FOR YOUR FAMILY 
Heatizon’s patented low voltage technology is among  
the safest space heating product in the industry. Not only 
do our systems incorporate gentle low voltage warmth  
throughout your floors, but only Heatizon has a built in 
safety computer that constantly monitors the operation of 
your system insuring the safety of you and your loved 
ones. 

WORRY FREE RELIABILITY 
The entire Heatizon Systems product line is solid 
state, has no moving parts to wear out, and has 
nothing that requires routine maintenance. In 
addition, our quality heating elements are the 
longest lasting available and are backed by an 
industry leading 25 year limited warranty. 
Completely eliminate winter heating maintenance 
with the most reliable heating source available. 
EFFICIENCY 
Utilizing 100% of the energy it draws to create 
heat, Heatizon systems are incredibly energy 
efficient. Our systems also radiate heat directly 
towards room occupants allowing them to be 
comfortable at lower thermostat settings. And 
because radiant heat energy is stored in your floor 
and other objects, warm temperatures are easily 
maintained. resulting in low energy consumption. 
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Installed directly under most floor coverings, Heatizon Systems radiant floor heating products provide simplified 
installation procedures and minimal impact upon other trades during construction.  They are also easy to incorporate 
into new construction as well as remodeling applications. These systems have been used for commercial, residential 
and industrial applications world wide.  

CUSTOMER SERVICE 
Our highly experienced dealer, installer and 
technical support teams are the best in the business. 
We also distribute a family of driveway snow melting 
and roof deicing systems. Call today for a free 
consultation or visit www.comfortradiant.com for 
more information. 
 

ACTIVATION 
An easy to use, fully programmable thermostat is provided with your Heatizon 
System. These thermostats allow for sensing either floor or air temperatures 
and provide settings for multiple day and multiple time functions. This will 
completely automate your system making it efficient and worry free. More 
advanced controls for telephone activation are available. 

APPLICATIONS 
• Cabins and homes 
• Basements 
• Sunrooms 
• Beach homes 
• Additions or remodels 
• Retrofit 
• Remote locations 
• Commercial, industrial and 
       residential buildings 

FEATURES 
• Easily zoned for small and large areas 
• Virtually no floor build up 
• No vents or duct work 
• No oil, gas, or propane required 
• Minimal utility space requirements 
• Quiet 
• Easy to install 
• No dust 
• Installs on existing concrete floors 
 

INSTALLATION 
•  Sub-floor 
 — In new concrete 
 — On existing concrete 
 — Wood 
•  Floor Coverings 
 — Carpet 
 — Hardwood  
 — Laminate floorings 
 — Tile 
 — Stone 
 — Marble 

What is radiant heat?  
Radiant in-floor heat feels like you have 
captured the power of the sun for your 
home!  Like sun rays, radiant heat can 
travel in any direction and is unaffected by 
gravity. This keeps the warmth in areas of 
your home where you need it most, 
warming people and objects first before 
warming air.  As a result, occupants are 
more comfortable at lower temperatures 
requiring less energy. In addition in-floor 
radiant  heat eliminates cold floor 
coverings adding a luxurious touch of 
warmth to your home. 
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